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L’Art Même #84 (BE), Claire Contamine, ‘Ne rien faire, tout gagner’ , 2021
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“Book your slot to ‘do nothing’”, apostrophe 
intrigante faite au visiteur, cette injonction à 
ne rien faire donne le ton de la performance 
proposée par l'artiste KATYA EV (Moscou, 
°1983 ; vit et travaille à Bruxelles et Paris) au 
sein d'In a Long Blink of an Eye, exposition 
des diplômé·e·s de l'HISK (Hoger Instituut 
voor Schone Kunsten – Institut Supérieur des 
Beaux-Arts) en son nouvel espace bruxellois1. 
Ainsi montrée pour la première fois du 17 
décembre 2020 au 31 janvier 2021, la pièce 
Visitors of an exhibition space are suggested 
to ‘do nothing’ (il est suggéré aux visiteurs 
d'un espace d'exposition de ne rien faire) se 
veut une réflexion conceptuelle sur l'inces-
sante productivité induite par le consumé-
risme contemporain avec, en filigrane, une 
critique fine des pratiques de rémunération 
des artistes. 

Katya Ev, Visitors of an exhibition space are 
suggested to ‘do nothing’, vue d’exposi-
tion In a Long Blink of an Eye, HISK,  
site Gosset, Bruxelles
2020 © Katya Ev VISITORS!:
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HISK publication In a Long Blink of an Eye, 2020 - A Conversation Between Katya Ev and Bart De Baere

A Conversation Between Katya Ev and Bart De Baere

Recorded by Christine Clinckx and transcribed by Sabine Herrygers

M HKA library / HISK publication In a Long Blink of an Eye, 2020

Bart De Baere: What is there that should in any case be mentioned in this conversation, other than Augenmusik, 
which M HKA has committed to. What other points of reference should certainly be taken into account?

Katya Ev: For me, the first important performance was Axe de Révolution, in 2014. It was the first performative work 
and the first site-specific work. Like Augenmusik, it was a durational performance: w alking for seventeen hours in 
the city with a six-meter long metal structural element, from north to south. It also linked up to the political context—
Moscow and the beginning of war in Ukraine.

There are two other performative works that I consider important. Last year, I did a work in the Musée Zadkine in 
Paris, performing in an institutional space, which you can see as institutional critique or as an “infiltrated perfor-
mance.”

https://www.katyaev.com/inalongblink-bartdebaere


[...]

BDB: In any case, it may be interesting not to use the notion of “perfor-
mance.” It’s too reductive. It seems to me that calling the works a “con-
structed situation,” or a “constructed performative image,” might be some-
thing that draws more attention to their specificity. 

I think there is one more constitutive element of your works, which is their 
“afterlife.” This “constructed situation” or this “constructed performative im-
age” is very intensely performative, very much in its own time and situation, 
an outcome of your contextual weaving. Although it happens on its own 
behalf, it also, and simultaneously, depicts. One can see the documenta-
tion as something of a side effect, an outer element, but it is also a continu-
ation. This “afterlife” may get its own form of complexity, precisely because 
it came into existence out of these different elements. This “afterlife,” a kind 
of an echo, continues all of the components in the kind of weaving you 
practice: it somehow continues the capacity of the performative image you 
construct. The components belong together in their initial moment, but they 
may also be expressed once again afterwards through different modes of 
documentation. In the end, the work is the sum total of all the materials: the 
research and its documentation, including and up to their afterlife. None of 
these has priority over the other. There is no ultimate goal that transfixes 
the works in time or form—any element may continue to be of help. You 
may turn a work into a video, you may turn it into a single photo, or a series 
of photos, or into a contextual documentation, or into a re-enactment: all of 
these forms are possible.

[...]

BDB: A question I often ask myself is why a person takes on this very 
strange and lonely job, being an artist: why does a person decide to move 
into art? What is the value that gives you the courage to do this? What 
makes you do this?

K EV: The answer to that is constantly evolving. I moved from Moscow to 
Paris, and also from being a brand manager in a multinational American 
company, Procter & Gamble, to making art. I had experienced how high 
capitalism works from the inside, with all its internal mechanisms, and it 

drove me crazy. 

{...}

BDB: You work on the borderline between what society accepts and 
what it doesn’t. You must be quite aware of the fact that there are always 
conditions, in contrast to our Western societies, which grotesquely pretend 
that society is free. How do you imagine that political, cultural, and societal 
changes may affect your work?

K EV: My work draws its origins from them. It is a constant, fluid back and 
forth. I couldn’t imagine my works as unrelated to the novelty of the histori-
cal presence.

BDB: Instead of starting from an analysis of a context, it starts from an 
acknowledgment and a rendering visible of the conditions. If we compare 
your methodology with Femen—you’ve already offered a beautiful and very 
consistent answer with the synapses, but I’ll ask this again all the same—
we notice that they work with an output-oriented effectiveness. Is that 
something you would consider for your work?

K EV: My work makes use of the activism model, yes, it belongs to that 
family.

BDB: One of our reference artists in Antwerp, Guy Mees, was a hero for 
us because he was the ultimate anti-hero. We have one of his works from 
the 1960s in the collection. It is called Lost Space, a prism made of em-
broidery with black light emanating from its inside. He once said to me: “If 
I were an American artist, I would have made it room-size, but I’m not.” For 
him, the reduced model was the right scale. In activism, as I experience 
it, you have a topic, you turn the topic into a specific goal, and you take a 
path the authorities do not expect. One of the important components in this 
is the mediatization. Femen is an extreme example of that, in a most pre-
cise way. For you, the mediatization is part of it, as is the amount of people 
who see the work in an art context afterwards. But it is not the ambition. 
You count it in, but it is not—at least, so it seems to me—part of the perfor-
mative image. It is something that may or may not happen.

K EV: You’re right, I am not very interested in mass media. For Axe de la 



Révolution, it just happened, I didn’t expect it at all, it was crazy. In this 
specific situation, the performance was seen as such a contestation and 
transgression that all major television stations came. Actually, I would rath-
er not have gotten that much attention because, in such a tense context, 
our actions could have landed us in jail. Since then, I’ve moved my focus 
away from activist performance and towards the subjective experience of 
time and temporal structures, in an almost phenomenological sense.

Still, activist artists remain an important influence. I like Alexander Bren-
ner, an artist and activist based in Moscow, for example; in a famous 
performance at the Pushkin Museum, Brenner was naked and shouting, 
crying: “Why did you not invite me to this show?” It was super radical, but 
also super fun and humorous. It is very subtly political, in his case. Or 
Anatoly Osmolovsky, who, with the activist group E.T.I., used human bod-
ies to write a vulgar Russian word for “dick” on Red Square. Of course, 
they were counting on media attention, but there is an immediate symbolic 
efficiency in the proposals. For me, the media effect is only secondary. 
What interests me is how a work responds to the place, site, or situation in 
which it happens.

 BDB: If we go through the classical notions of performance, I have a list of 
them here … the body does not exist as a body but as an experience, and 
as an actor in the image. The space is a holistic here and now, with all its 
capacities and all its specificities, expectations, limits, laws, and regula-
tions. I’d name this form “a constructed performative image,” but such a 
description becomes nearly a mathematics of words. It wants to become 
something and the something is very focused and precise. If we look at 
the documentation, it seems that for the afterlife you don’t have an answer, 
but always a multitude of possibilities.

K EV: No, I don’t have an answer, and it bothers me: I would like to have 
one. There may be the afterlife in the form of a new event …

BDB: Like a re-enactment, or like what we did with Augenmusik in Ghent...

 K EV: Not necessarily. There are broader possibilities still. It may be a per-
formative conference, or any type of live modality. In the case of Axe de la 
Révolution, I once did nothing more than narrate it through a series of one-
to-one conversations with the public. That was for a solo show that lasted 

two weeks. Or it can be a very distance re-enactment, because the works 
are so site-specific, and their site-specificity is part of their nature, so the 
re-enactment has to contain that as well. It has to keep the key problemat-
ics and formal elements of the initial work, though the mise-en-scène can 
change completely. That is the first modality. A second modality is the ar-
chive, in an indexed way. A third are the new and autonomous artworks that 
come out of or strongly echo the initial performance, as when elements of the 
performance (documentation, props, etc.) are transformed into a new work. It 
could be a sculptural work, a video, or an installation. If I were to use Robert 
Smithson’s terms, this would be a kind of “non-site.” However, it is very para-
doxical to try to render the evasive and shifting nature of a performance—an 
event—within the static form created for an exhibition space. We can almost 
say that the site-specific practice works against its own final location, be it a 
museum or a gallery. Another way to think of a site-specific practice for me 
is through an analogy with the notion of a readymade, a found object: I am 
working with a “found place” (a term used in environmental theater), or even 
a “found situation.” This is about approaching the context: the geography of 
a place, its social, political, and historical dimension—outside of representa-
tional terms.

 -- > Full version of the conversation here
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The fishermen Menezes, Ciço, Cipriano, Irmão, Leno, 
Xau, Curió, Keno, Rom, Ronaldo and the types of 
fish pirarucu, tambuacu and tilápia were captured by 
Jonathas de Andrade’s camera by the river São Francisco 
in Alagoas, in the Northeast of Brazil. Re-questioning the 
Western tradition of ethnographic filmmaking, Andrade 
creates a hybrid artwork that lies between documentary 
and fiction. Employing traditional fishing techniques, 
these fishermen take the fish out of the water and then 
hug them gently, caressing and keeping their catch close 
to their chest, until the fish stops breathing. Shot in 16mm, 
these long scenes allow the viewer to experience feelings 
of solidarity, empathy, and sensuality, as well as violence, 
domination, and benevolence. In dialogue with Andrade’s 
body of work around Brazilian identity, labour issues, 
and race and class struggles, The Fish is an invitation 
to reset the balance between Man and Nature, as well 
as between the observer and the observed.

En garde by John C. Welchman

1.
One of the key operating parameters for (Le Plus Objet 
des Objets) is stealth. While the event was announced 
in a formal invitation in January 2020 as the last in a 
cycle of four associated performances some weeks 
after the opening in October 2019 of an exhibition at the 
Zadkine Museum in Paris (‘Instant de la Matière’), no 
further information about it was posted. There was no 
associated wall text or handout; and during the ensuing 
event the artist herself did not directly enter the space. 
Visitors could see no stage or perform ers—nothing that 
pointed to anything answering to the event; no visible 
trace, in fact, of something that to all appearances 
seemed not to be taking place. Visitors were only alerted 
to the possibility that they had been unwitting participants 
in, or witnesses to, the event when they left the space 
and were given a numbered and stamped slip of paper 
attesting to their presence and imbrication in whatever 
it was that had transpired. This Accusé de Participation 
functions, simultaneous ly as a receipt and attestation, 
but also—as both the French original and its English 
translation suggest—as a means of accusation.
But more than stealth, the action was subject to plau-
sible deniability, as the officers of the museum and 
the exhibition’s curator, brushed-off or deflected any 
inqui ries about the event and seemed—or claimed—to 
have no knowledge about it. Stealth, redundancy and 
deni ability thus combined to frame the event as a kind 
of fraud or deception; or the very least, a secret of some 
kind ordained by a non-disclosure agreement that was 
itself undisclosed.

2.
Katya Ev’s set-up replaced and augmented all of the 
invigilating and supervisory staff who would normally 
work at the reception desk, the security station outside 
the galleries and, as attendants, in the exhibition gal-
leries themselves. Normally numbering around half a 
dozen, for her opening night event, Ev commissioned 
eleven performers, camouflaging them in plain sight in 
the same kind of casual-smart attire that their opposite 
numbers in real life might have worn; and effectively 
replicating their “standard” age and gender profiles. 
From within these disguises, however, the surrogate 
protagonists represented a cross-section of individu als 
chosen because of their capacities to simulate, or der 
or even control the rhetoric of exchange associated 
with a public situation: some were theat rically-trained 
actors or performance-seasoned musi cians; and the 
group included the head bouncer from an underground 
techno-music club and a dominatrix.
The artist’s careful selection of “actors” offered partial ly 
to preempt the concept of a performance directive. She 
relied on a number of key capacities, orchestrated by 
a combination of personality and profession, includ ing 
the ability to instruct or command in ways that were 
not ostentatious or conspicuous; an awareness of the 
formality, ritual and politesse of the museum space, so 
that the actors could inhabit the protocol of a guard, using 
a plausible repertoire of gestures and phrases associated 
with the function. But effective simulation of museological 
normality was at the same time overcod ed by action 
mandates that subtly flouted or exceed ed this basic 
framework of reference by recourse to a manner that, 
as the artist puts it, “would be delicately subversive, or 
absurd, or inadequate.” By way of in structions that might 
be mildly contradictory, or repet itive, or accompanied by 
gestural or linguistic accents that somehow exceeded—
but only in small incre ments—the visitor’s threshold of 
expectation or aware ness, Ev sought to precipitate and 
unravel the coercive constitution of art-denominated 
institutional space.
The “training” of the performers was a kind of inter-
active seminar predicated on “rules of engagement” 
that emphasized a number of strategies giving rise to 
a general mode of situation-correlated exaggeration. 
The impersonating guards would respond both proac-
tively and reactively to the social horizons of behavior 
that unfolded around them, interposing facetious even 
ridiculous routines of advice and prohibition sanctioned 
by and drawing on their unquestioned authority. A vis-
itor standing some distance from an artwork might be 
enjoined to “please move closer . . . a bit more, please.” 
When performed seamlessly, this patent reversal of the 
usual injunction in museums to “stand back” and “keep 
your distance” might itself appear completely normal; 
and reluctant viewers would—unselfconsciously—find 
themselves in compliance. Ev marshalled an array of 
these control conditions: the nature and direction of 
viewer itineraries; behavior modifications; and a spate 
of cautions and warnings. Each was enacted and de-
livered by drawing on the resources of authority and 
conviction vested in the vocational arbitration of pro-
fessional invigilation and secured by unquestioning 
public sanction.

3.
(Le Plus Objet des Objets) addresses the opacity, ar-
bitrariness, and secrecy of the rule-governed orches-
tration of museum or gallery space. It foregrounds the 
over-riding mechanism of control by which these zones 
are ordered and disciplined: that of surveillance. To this 
end, it magnifies and italicizes the consequences of 
the coercive regimen by giving rise to counter-mand ing 
episodes fraught with humor, parody, contradiction and 
even intimations of punishment. Above all the project 
reveals the contours of the manufacture of con sent 
by way of conformist obedience—a declaration more 
remarkable because most of the museum-going public 
would never imagine that their volition could be short-
circuited or deferred.
At the same time, the title, (Le Plus Objet des Objets), 
borrowed from Gilles Deleuze, points to the nesting of 
objects within hierarchies or groups; and, beyond this, 
to the defining relationality between subject and object. 
By foregrounding the structures that underwrite and 
manage social objectification within the museum as a 
system of objects, Ev points to a fundamental trans-
mutation between orders of identification as objects 
are consumed by tactical subjectivities; subjects are 
objectified by routines of surveillance; and the event 
itself inhabits its invisibility by way of transgressions 
transacted through covert masquerade.

John C. Welchman is professor of art his tory, theory and 
criticism in the Visual Arts department at the University 
of California, San Diego. His most recent pub lications 
include the first two volumes of his collected writings: 
Past Realization: Essays on Contemporary European Art 
(Sternberg, 2016) and After the Wagnerian Bouillabaisse 
(Sternberg, 2019); Catching Mayhem by its Tale, vol. 
2, Paul McCarthy: Caribbean Pirates (Hauser & Wirth, 
2019); Tala Madani: Shit Moms (Vienna Secession, 
2019); and the monograph, Richard Jackson (Hauser & 
Wirth, 2020). He is also editor of On the Last Afternoon: 
Disrupted Ecologies and the Work of Joyce Campbell 
(Sternberg, 2019).

18. Jonathas de Andrade, O Peixe (The Fish), 
2016, video, 37min 6sec, 16mm transferred to 2K, 
sound stereo, 16:9. 

19. En garde, text by John C. Welchman, 2020, 
about Katya Ev’s infiltrated performance, (LE PLUS 
OBJET DES OBJETS), 2019, commissioned by 
Musée Zadkine, Paris, France for the exhibition 
‘Instant de la Matière’ curated by Azad Asifovich.
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Cat. From Scratch to Scratch, KASK 
(BE), John C. Welshman, ‘En Garde’
2019

https://www.katyaev.com/john-welchman-en-garde


HLN (BE), Rutger Lievens, Performancekunst met blauw zwaailicht vraagt aandacht voor zwaar getroffen cultuursector, 2021

https://www.hln.be/aalst/performancekunst-met-blauw-zwaailicht-vraagt-aandacht-voor-zwaar-getroffen-cultuursector~af0c6fa9/?fbclid=IwAR1hKEAd_JgFRERCJZoM6I0wLFB8bWbKIlvOsMOLQgs2nqt_Cxqlf7d63Ms


EXPO   9 – DECEMBER 15, 2019

International symposium as an exhibition space for visual arts
PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Friday 13/12 in UFO (Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 33 9000 Gent) from 7.30 pm to 10.30 pm.  
Saturday 14/12 and Sunday 15/12 in Zebrastraat (Zebrastraat nr 32, 9000 Ghent) from 9 am to 7 pm.  
You can register for the symposium via https://webappsx.ugent.be/eventManager/events/Arbeidendemocratie .  
More info on crescendo-s.eu/nieuws and facebook.com/events/389509278594210

Anyone who sees someone walking down the street with a police flashing light in the late a ernoon of Friday
December 13, sees a moment from a performance by the Russian artist Katya Ev. Twelve people then walk from all
corners of Ghent to the main auditorium of Ghent University, where a symposium starts at 7:30 am with fascinating
dialogues from 3 perspectives (economic, identity and city) with, among others, the Greek economist Yanis
Varoufakis.

The theme of the symposium is 'Labour and Democracy'. It was initiated by two friends, the Ghent emeritus
professor of anthropology Rik Pinxten and Jan De Tremerie. It is organized by Crescendo-S in collaboration with 't
Zal Wel Gaan, Ugent, the city of Ghent and DIEM25. Pinxten asked M HKA director Bart De Baere, a fan of his, to
complement the symposium with a visual art section. De Baere invited three artists, the Russian Katya Ev (ekaterina
vasilyeva), who knows Ghent well as a resident of the HISK, the Ukrainian Alevtina Kakhidze and the Greek Danae
Stratou. They each make performative and socially oriented work in very different ways. The outcome is a fusion of
symposium and visual art.

Katya Ev's contribution is a concentrated version of her performance Augenmusik , which took place in 2016 in Paris
while the terrorist attacks were still reverberating there, as an image of urgency. She had twenty-four performers

(c) Katya Ev, (c) photo Mathilde Geldhof / Camille Le Chatelier
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HART Magazine (BE), Internationaal symposium als ten-
toonstellingsruimte voor beeldende kunst, 2019

https://hart-magazine.be/expo/internationaal-symposium-als-exporuimte-voor-beeldende-kunst?fbclid=IwAR3Dz_NpS23WKeZOgnUFbhJrmRZw53RFsP51jHpk2h0cbAeBOWX89YfpgTs
https://hart-magazine.be/expo/internationaal-symposium-als-exporuimte-voor-beeldende-kunst?fbclid=IwAR3Dz_NpS23WKeZOgnUFbhJrmRZw53RFsP51jHpk2h0cbAeBOWX89YfpgTs
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N
a haar plotse overlijden vorige zomer prezen
medestandsters haar ‘onverschrokkenheid’ en
haar ‘kwetsbaarheid’, twee eigenschappen die

ze omschreven als ‘machtige wapens tegen het
onrecht’. De Oekraïense Oxana Shachko, medeopricht-
ster van de militante feministische groepering Femen,
werd amper 31. In 2014 had ze de groep verlaten en
was ze haar land ontvlucht als opgejaagd wild. Ze
vond asiel in Frankrijk en vestigde zich in Parijs, waar
ze zich toelegde op een oude liefde, het schilderen
van iconen. Curator Azad Asifovitch presenteert er
een tiental in de expo Over my (dead) body, aangevuld
met sculpturen van Katya Ev en tekeningen van Sofie
Muller. Op de smartphone toont hij me Shachko’s
allereerste icoon, gemaakt toen ze negen jaar was. Een
madonna, helemaal volgens de eeuwenoude regels
van de kunst geschilderd: met tempera, eigeel en blad-
goud op hout.

Op het eerste gezicht lijken de kleine anachronis -
tische iconen die ze in haar laatste jaren schilderde
pure afrekeningen met een diep religieus verleden,
zo heilig schennend en uitdagend zijn ze. Een vrou-
welijke Heilige Drievuldigheid op sneakers speelt
doodgemoedereerd roulette. De naakte Christus aan
het ene kruis vertoont een erectie, de andere gekrui-
sigde is een naakte vrouw (de voorstelling van naakte
martelaressen was absoluut taboe in de iconen -
schilderkunst). De aartsengel Michael van zijn kant
verschijnt gewapend met een kalasjnikovgeweer. 
En sommige provocaties zijn niet eens zo gratuit,
beweert Azad Asifovitch: zo zou de orthodoxe kerk
belangen hebben in de gok- en de wapenindustrie.
Maar Shachko’s stijl is zo delicaat, de uitdrukking
van de figuren zo vroom en zacht, dat het effect uiterst
ambigu is, alsof er aan de snoeiharde satire toch een
oprecht verlangen naar een zuivere religiositeit ten
grondslag ligt, vergelijkbaar met die van
de middeleeuwse iconenschilder Andrej
Roeblev, voor wie Oxana Shachko een
grote bewondering koesterde.

Ook haar landgenote Katya Ev ver-
ontrustte enkele keren de publieke orde
toen ze met Hanna Subovka heel Mos-
kou van noord naar zuid afliep, gewa-
pend met een zes meter lange metalen
staaf, of in Parijs vierentwintig zwaai-
lichten en sirenes van de politie liet mee-

ARTROZE

dragen in een stille optocht. Maar in Over my (dead)
body zorgt Ev met een ingetogen beschouwing over
lichamelijkheid voor een mooie sculpturale aanvulling
bij Shachko’s iconen. Een maag, een nier, een baar-
moeder en een long, licht geabstraheerd, in gips gego-
ten en glad gepolijst, vormen evenveel in het rond
gestrooide organen van een Corps Eclaté. En voor de
kamer van de galerie die vanwege het stucreliëf op
het plafond de bonbonnière wordt genoemd, zocht ze
een geraamte van een bed in Louis XVI-stijl uit. Ze
vulde het met melk, symbool van goddelijke levens-
drank, zuivering en moederschap. Melk is bederfelijk,
wie deze Dôme du Silence bezit, zal regelmatig het bed
moeten verversen.

Sofie Muller sluit naadloos aan bij de onverschrok-
ken omgang met kwetsbare lichamelijkheid en het
gebruik van natuurlijke middelen. Geplaagd door een
hernia was ze lange tijd niet in staat om sculpturen te
maken. Ze tapte haar eigen bloed af voor een reeks
kleine tekeningen op albast. Daarbij vertrok ze van
levende modellen van wie ze in potlood de contouren
schetste en onderwierp die al tekenend aan soms
 hallucinante vervormingen, in een toestand tussen wild-
groei en bederf. Op de getekende lichamen bracht ze
met het penseel bloederige vlekken aan die hun eigen
vorm zochten: grillige landschappen, roodbruin en ook
schimmelgroen door de oxidatie van het bloed. Een
onweerstaanbare drang naar echtheid dreef haar, zo
zei ze. ●
Tot 22 juni.

Jan Braet kijkt naar kunst en het leven, in bloei
en verval, zoals de rozen. Deze week de expo
Over my (dead) body in galerie Geukens &
De Vil, Antwerpen.

Door  Jan Braet

De naakte Christus
aan het ene kruis
vertoont een
erectie, de andere
gekruisigde is 
een naakte vrouw.

➝

DRIEVULDIG -
HEIDSICOON

van Oxana
Shachko,

medeoprichtster
van de militante

feministische
groepering

Femen.
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Knack Magazine (BE), Jan Braet, ‘Over my (dead) body’, 
2019



Vedomosti, Olga Kabanova, «They cross Moscow with a tube for the art sake», 2014

https://www.vedomosti.ru/lifestyle/articles/2014/08/13/trubu-nesut-iskusstva-radi


METRO, «A Bar transformed into the world axis»,
August 12, 2014

https://www.metronews.ru/novosti/moscow/reviews/v-moskve-balku-sdelali-mirovoy-osyu-1151530/?ua=ds


Cat. The End Of The World, Prato, Italy, 2016


